I-Search Research Paper Requirements

Bibliography
- Separate section for bibliography
- Minimum of 2 database sources
- Minimum of 2 other sources
- CRAAP test accompanying each non-database source
- Sources are all properly cited in MLA

Sections of Paper
- “What I Knew”
- “The Search”
- “What I Learned”
  - Foundational Information
  - Subtopics
  - Answering the Research Question

Writing Process Steps
- Prewriting Stage: Prewriting Stage Guide Sheet
- Experimenting Stage: Drafting Stage Guide Sheet (Section 1 & 2)
- Drafting Stage: Drafting Stage Guide Sheet: (Section 3)
- Revising Stage: Ideas & Content Self Assessment, Organization Self Assessment
- Editing Stage: Editing Checklist
- Publishing Stage: Presentation Stations Worksheet
- Journaling Stage: Reflection

Format:
- 12 point Times New Roman font
- Keep Google Docs margins at default
- Double spaced
- Must have section titles (“What I Knew,” “The Search,” “What I Learned”)